APA and PowerPoint Presentations

There are no formal formatting guidelines set by the American Psychological Association (APA) regarding PowerPoint presentations. We recommend, however, that you follow general APA citation rules. Some examples are below.

**TITLE SLIDE:** Just like a research paper, your title slide should include your name, title of presentation, and place of publication (Resurrection University).

| Jane Doe  
| Implementation of Rapid Response Team  
| Resurrection University |

**IN-TEXT CITATIONS:** Review the requirements for citing sources within a paper. The same rules apply here. If you paraphrase, quote, or get any information from a source, you must cite it properly.

- Cardiac arrests decreased 50% (Scott & Elliot, 2009)

- “Use of RRTs has resulted in a significant reduction in the number of codes called in units other than the ICU” (Scott & Elliot, 2009, p.29).
FIGURES, TABLES, AND IMAGES: In a paper, you need to number, title, and cite figures and tables. For any images you use from outside sources, you will need to include a citation. All of these items will have the citation directly below them within the slide in which they appear. Once you cite them there, you don’t need to cite them in your reference page.

Figure 1. Rapid response team (RRT) and code rates each quarter (Q). Critical Care Nurse, 29(3). Retrieved from http://ccn.aacnjournals.org/content/29/3/66/F3.expansion.html

REFERENCES SLIDE: You should leave your final slide open for your References slide. This should look identical to a References page in a paper, including alphabetization and hanging indents.
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